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INTRODUCTION 
A data acquisition system for measuring hemodynamics and 
myocardial mechanics during a series of experimental surgeries 
performed on canine subjects was developed. Some experiments 
required that the data acquisition system be capable of 
simultaneously displaying and recording the left ventricular 
pressure waveform (LVP), the left atrial pressure waveform 
( LAP ), single dimensional changes of the left ventricle 
(segmental shortening (SS)), rate of change of pressure in the 
left ventricle (dp/dt) , mean left atrial pressure (MLAP), and 
electrocardiograph (EKG). Other studies required the 
simultaneous display and recording of at least two channels of 
instantaneous flow, LVP, MLAP, SS, and EKG. Furthermore, the 
system needed to be sensitive, accurate, versatile, cost 
effective, easy to c alibrate and operate, and safe with 
respect to operator and subjects. 
After careful review and consideration of available 
systems, the Dataq Instruments AT Codas hardware and software 
package coupled to a Zenith Z-248 pe rsonnel computer with VGA 
graphics was selected. Signal condit ioning units were built 
and coupled to selected channels at the front-end of the 16 
channel s ystem . The system was configured, tested, and used 




The most common heart operation performed is coronary 
bypass surgery. This surgical treatment of severe coronary 
artery disease r equires complete or partial cardiac bypass 
using an extracorporeal oxygenator. Several types of 
operative procedures are available . Evaluation of prognostic 
features such as collateral circulation, graft flow rates, and 
severity and distribution of arter iosclerotic lesions is 
necessary to compare one type of procedure to another 
(Parsonnet et al ., 1975). 
Internal mammary artery graft 
The interna l mammary artery graft is usually the first 
choice for coronary artery bypass surgery as it has proven to 
have the highest long term patency rate. Although a total of 
two grafts are possible with this procedure, it is usually 
reserved for cases that require only one bypass. The left 
internal mammary artery is most often used ( Oschner and Mills, 
1978). The mammary a rtery is dissected as a peduncle and 
freed from the chest wall and diaphragm. The proximal end of 
the mammary artery is left intact and the distal end is opened 
and anastomosed to the coronary artery, bypassing lesion 
sites. This technique offers additional advantages of single 
anastomosis, artery to artery graft, and no leg wound 
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problems. However, neither right nor left internal mammary 
artery will reach some distal areas o f the coronary 
circulat i on such as the termi nal c ircumflex coronary artery 
(Schimert et al., 1975). 
Sap benous vein graft 
The autogenous saphenous vein graft is another commonly 
employed bypass procedur e . This procedure is often used in 
cases that requ i re two or more bypass grafts. The patient's 
saphenous vein is removed and anastomosed proximally to the 
aorta and distally to the coronar y artery bypassing lesion 
sites. Although adequate, the long term patency rate is not 
equal to that of the internal mammary artery graft (Oschner 
and Mills, 1978). 
Coronary-coronary bypass 
Coronary-coronary bypass has been introduced for 
situations in which the internal mammary artery will not reach 
the distal coronary circulation, adequate lengths of saphenous 
vein cannot be harvested, or the aorta is not healthy enough 
for surgery (Rowland and Grooters, 1987 ). This procedure uses 
short saphenous vein sections to bypass coronary lesions. 
Sections a r e anastomosed to the coronary a rte ry proximally and 
distall y , around blockage sites. 
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Cardiac ischemia 
During open heart surgery, when the heart is bypassed by 
an extracorporeal oxygenator, a state of temporary global 
cardiac ischemia exists. During this time the heart may be 
"stunned" and subsequently temporarily unable to spontaneousl y 
contract . The time to recover from temporary ischemia varies 
from hours to weeks (Buckberg, 1986). Permanent myocardial 
necrosis may also result fr om temporary ischemia. The 
inability to recover immediate spontaneous contractility after 
global ischemia is not a valid indication of myocardial 
necrosis, but muscle that can immediately recover contract ile 
function after ischemia must be considered viable ( Barnard et 
al., 1986 ) . Although a great deal is known about the 
biochemical changes that occur during myocardial ischemia, 
little is known about the processes which turn reversible 
"stunned" tissue into irreversible necrotic tissue (Foker et 
al . , 1980 ). 
The levels of adenosine triphosphate (ATP ) and creatine 
phosphate (CP) in the myocardium decrease with ischemia. If 
the period of ischemia is ex c essive, ATP levels may never 
recover and the mechanical function of the heart will be lost 
(Foker et al., 1980 ) . Nevertheless, since "stunned" 
myocardium exhibits the same low ATP levels as necrotic 
tissue; a measurement of low tissue ATP levels does not 
necessarily signify irreversible myocardial damage (Buckberg, 
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1986). The measurement of postischemic tissue ATP content as 
an indicator of myocardial function is controversial 
(Rosenkranz et al., 1986). 
Cardioplegia solutions 
During open heart surgery, the electrical and mechanical 
activity of the heart are stopped by a cardioplegia solution. 
Different cardioplegia solutions are used; however most 
contain high levels of potassium. Some have calcium o r sodium 
deprivation or high concentrations of magnesium ( Eler t et al., 
1981 ) . The cardiovascular team headed by Dr. Ronald Grooters, 
at Iowa Methodist Medi c al Center, Des Moines, Iowa uses a 
cardioplegia composed of 30 mEq KCl and 20 mEq NaHC03 per 
1000 ml of 5% glucose solution. The cardioplegia is usually 
chilled to 4° C and infused into the coronary c i rculation. 
The potassium depolarizes the myocardium producing sustained 
diastole (Wyte, 1983). Cold cardiopleg ia has reduced 
myocardial damage during ischemia by slowing the metabolism of 
the heart and reducing the depletion of ATP in the myocardial 
ti ssue (Rosen krantz et al., 1982 ). 
Many resear cher s have investigated variations in the 
cardioplegia as a means to improve myocardial preservation 
during c ardiopulmonary bypass surgery and thus assist 
functional recovery of the heart from ischemia. Lazar and co-
workers (1980) found that r earresting the postischemic hear t 
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with a second cardioplegia solution containing L-glutamate 
resulted in nearly complete reversal of ischemic damage. In 
studies of working ischemic heart preparations from rats, both 
a ribose enhanced infusion solution and a low calcium (0.05 mM 
Ca) with EHNA (an adenosine deaminase inhibitor) and 
adenosine enhanced infusion solution improved ATP maintenance 
and functional recover y of the myocardium (Pasque et al., 
1982; Humphrey and Seelye, 1982). Warm induction of 
cardioplegia (normothermic cardioplegia) prior to cold 
induction cardioplegia, as used with high risk patients, has 
allowed for safer and more prolonged cardiopulmonary 
procedures on mongrel dogs (Rosenkranz et al., 1982). 
Additional preoperative treatment 
Based on a controversial study, Lolley and co-researchers 
(1979) proposed that the preoperative myocardial glycogen 
level cou ld be important in myocardial preservation during 
coronary bypass surgery . Improvement in pre-anox ic cardiac 
nutrition by administration of a 3-day fat-loading diet and 
overnight infusion of glucose-insulin-potassium solutions was 
thought to decrease cardiac arr ythm ias and hypotension. 
To study whether increased myocar dial glycogen levels 
improved cardiac preservation during ischemia, Oldfield and 
co-researchers (1986) treated patients with a preoperative 
infusion of 20% glucose in 1 liter of water to which 45 mmol 
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KCL, 10 units of soluble insulin, and 2000 units of heparin 
had been added . This solution is referred to as GIK. The 
solution was infused over 12 hours prior to mitral valve 
replacement. Although results o f the study indicated that 
preoperative GIK infusion increased myocardial g lycogen and 
pr oduced favorable effects, especially in preventing serious 
arrhythmias, it was not clear that the positive effects wer e 
mediated by an increased gl ycogen content . 
Hemodynamic and Mechanical Parameters 
It is useful to assess cardiac perfo rmanc e and 
compensatory interactions of a subject b y observing both 
hemodynamic ( pump r elated) and mechani cal (muscl e related) 
parameters of the left ventricle (Mason et al., 1976). 
Hemodynamic parameters have been successfully used to define 
the normal physiology and pathophysiology of the 
cardiovascular system . The progress in clinical c ardiology 
and advances in cardiac surgery are t o a large extent due to 
the applicatio n of hemodynamic principles (Yang et al., 1978). 
Cardiac physiologists are developing specific and sensitive 
mechanical indi ces of myocar dial function. Myocardial 
mechanics defines the performance of the heart in terms of 
stresses, strains, and force-velocity relations in a f ashion 
similar to the 3 element model of skeletal muscle (Max wel l 
Model) developed by A.V. Hill . E . H. Sonneblick c oncluded that 
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the fundamental law of Hill for skeletal muscle also applies 
to myocardium; however, the study of myocardial mechan i cs has 
yet to provide specific indices of ventricular fu nct ion (Yang 
et al., 1978 ) . 
Mechanical parameters are useful in assessing ventricular 
function when used in a comparative sense in the assessment of 
a s i ngle subject. For example , dp/dt, the rate of change of 
pressure within the chamber of the left ventricle, var ies 
greatly from member to member within a species and is thus 
meaningless for intersubject evaluation . Nonetheless, dp/dt 
is a useful indicator of myocardial function when patients or 
animals act as their own controls in a study (Yang et al ., 
1978 ). 
~ ventricular end-diastolic pressure 
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) is a 
hemodynamic parameter that marks the instant at which the left 
ventricle is at its fullest. It is thus likely to reveal any 
abnormality in compliance due to hypertrophy or filling 
defects due to congestive heart failure (Yang et al., 1978 ). 
LVEDP is sometimes used as an indicator of left ve ntricular 
preload (Guyton, 1986). It is important to specify the 
preload of the left ventricle when evaluating the contractile 
properties of the left ventricle because the fo r ce of muscle 
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co ntraction is aff ected b y preload conditions as described b y 
Starl i ng's Law. 
~left a trial pressure 
In the absence o f mitral valve obstruction or increased 
l eft a trial contraction with decreased left ventricular 
compliance, mean left atrial pres sure ( MLAP) close l y 
approximates LVEDP (Maso n et al., 1976). 
d p / dt 
Studi es have indicated that the rate of rise of the 
ve ntricular pressure correlates we ll with the mechanical 
abi li ty of the ventricular muscle. Peak dp / dt is thus used to 
c ompare the contrac tile abil i t y of a heart in varied states 
( Guyton, 1986). 
Left ventricular dp / dt i s dependent upon preload, and in 
c a ses of aortic regurg itati on where aorti c end-diastoli c 
pressure is greatly reduced, is also dependent upon afterload 
(Yang et al . , 1978 ). Many indi c es are used in attempt to 
correct dp / dt fo r individua l diffe r ences in preload and 
a f t erload. No one devised correction i ndex is perfec t, and 
c a reful cons ideration of the cond itions of the study should be 
given in selecting a correc tion i ndex . 
Time to pea k dp/dt is a corrected value that i s us eful 
f or comparing cha nges of contr a ctility i n a subject as a 
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result of mechanical interventions. This index is defined as 
the time interval from beginning o f left ventricular 
contraction to peak dp/dt (Yang et al., 1978 ) . 
Peak dp / dt can also be divided by related quantities to 
correct for preload differences. When divided by left 
ventricular end-diastolic circumference, peak dp / dt can be 
adequately corrected for preload differences in an individual. 
However, this index suffers f rom the approximations inhere nt 
in determining the c i rcumference o f the ventricle. The 
results of di v iding dp/dt by left ventricular end-diastolic 
vo lume correlates well with myocardial c ontrac tility except in 
cases o f increased afterload or hypertrophy . In studies 
invo lving left ventricular hypertr ophy , division by left 
ventricula r end-diastolic pressure would be a better 
correction for the usually high dp/dt (Yang et al. , 1978) . 
Peak dp/dt is c alcu lated by passing the pressure waveform 
from the left ventr icle through an anal og or digital dev ice 
(different iator) . A precision transducer with a f r equency 
r esponse greater than or equal to 30 hertz is required . 
Ca theter-tip t ransducers are often employed for t his task 
since this type of transducer usually has the requi r e d 
frequency response and its location reduces artifacts a nd 
damping of the pressure pulse (Yang et al., 1978 ) . 
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Instantaneous flow measurements 
Development of instantaneous flow measurement techniques 
to assess hemody namics has lagged behind development of 
pressure measurement techniques. The measurement of pulsatile 
flow with acceptable accuracy became possible in the 1970s 
(McDonald, 1974). Two techniques for measuring instantaneous 
flow are electromagnetic and ultrasonic Doppler flowmetry. 
Both are capable of measuring pulsatile and mean flow. 
Electromagneti c flowmete rs c an display changes in flow that 
occur in less than 0.01 second to an accuracy level of + / - 15 
% (N ihon Kohden Corporation, publication date unknown ) . Flow 
throug h a blood vessel is determined by the pressure 
difference between the two ends of the vessel and the 
impediment to flow due t o vascular resistance ( Guyton, 1986 ). 
Pulsatile flow is important in the evaluation of blood supply 
to c ardiac musc le through the coronary c ircula t ion (D innar, 
1981). Instantaneous flow measurements are often used to 
compar e performance of coronary artery graft materi a l s and 
techniques. 
Segmental systolic shor tening 
Measurement of segmental systol i c shortening (SS) is used 
to determine regional contractile perfor mance of the 
ventr i c u lar muscle . Ultrasonic cryst als, placed in the free 
wall of the ventricle, allow for instantaneous segmental 
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length determinations. Segmental systolic shortening is then 
calculated as follows (Vinton-Johansen et al., 1986). 
SS = [(EDL - ESL)/EDL] X 100 
Where EDL = end-diastolic length 
ESL = end-systolic length 
Resul ts can be expressed as a per c ent of control SS to 
normali z e data due to differences i n crystal distances between 
subjects (Allen et al., 1986). 
End-diastolic length is generally measured at the 
beginning of the left ventricu l ar contraction . If a catheter 
tip transducer is used for determination of dp/dt, the time to 
measure EDL is indicated by the initial positive rise in the 
left ventricular dp/dt waveform. However, a phase shift 
inherent in fluid filled c atheters requires that the 
measurement of end-diastolic length be taken 20 milliseconds 
prior to the initial positive rise in left ventricular dp / dt. 
Also, EDL generally coincides with the R-wave peak of 
electrocardiograph records (Klei nman et al., 1979). 
End-systolic length is measured at the point of initial 
downstroke o f negative dp / dt when catheter-tip transducers a r e 
used to determine dp/dt. To compensate for phase shift when 
fluid filled systems are used, end-diastolic length is 
measu red at 20 milliseconds prior to initial downstroke of 
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negative dp/dt . This point generally coinc ides with the 
midpoint of the T-wave of electrocardiograph records (Kleinman 
et al., 1979). 
Data Acquisition Systems 
Cardiothoracic e xper imental inves tigations require either 
a chart-recorder or a data acquisition system (DAS) to acquire 
hemodynamic and myocardial mechanical data. A DAS converts 
analog signals to d igital form for storage, processing, 
display, and t ransmission (The engineering staff of Analog 
Devices, 1986). A DAS usually contains a computerized 
contro ller, an analog-to-digital converter, and an input 
multiplexer. Other devices such as circuits for sample and 
hold, input signal conditioning, and interfacing with special 
transducers ma y be included (Eckhardt et al., 1988). Personal 
computers ( PCs) are becoming popular as the foundation for 
automated data acquisition and analysis. PCs off er 
flexibility, speed , attractive cost/performance, ease of 
operation, high resolution and precision. Also, an increasing 
selection of software allows fo r post acquisition computation, 
analysis, management, reduction, and presentation of data. In 
addition , the computer ma y be utilized for other tasks while 
not being used for data a cquisition and analysis (National 
Instruments, 1989). Configuring a PC based system requires 
careful consideration and planning; the designer needs to 
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evaluate the applications and select the appropriate computer , 
hardware, and software to meet the needs of the application 
(Judd and Phillips, 1986) . 
Analog-to-digital converters 
A very important component of a computer based data 
acquisition system is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). 
The ADC transforms analog data i nto discrete binary code or 
twos comp leme nt digital representation (Analog Devices, 1987 ). 
There are several different types of ADCs. Among other 
parameters, they can differ in resolution and speed . 
Types of ADCs 
Counter ~ Counter ADCs use an up-counter and an 
internal digital-to-ana l og converter (DAC) to generate an 
analog output, one least significant bit at a time, to which 
the data s i gnal voltage is compared. Whe n the generated DAC 
voltage output equals the data s i gnal level, a comparator 
s tops the counter . The final digital output is equal to the 
final count . Counter ADCs are not very fast and suffer from 
inconsistent conversion times since the co nversion time varies 
with the level of the input sig nal (Sood, 1988). 
Track ing QL servo ADCs Tracking or servo ADCs are a 
variation of the counter ADC. Track ing ADCs use an up/down 
counter to allow the DAC voltage to continuously follow or 
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"track" the input data signal. By stopping the counter the 
tracking ADC gives a digital output which represents the 
signal level at that time (Sood , 1988). Tracking ADCs offer 
high speed in track; however, they cannot follow large data 
signal changes and are susceptible to noise (Analog Devices, 
1987). 
Integrating ADCs Integrating ADCs approximate 
integration by taking the average of the data signal voltage 
over a set period of time. The averaged signal is put into a 
capacitor which is discharged at the end of the period of 
i ntegrat ion. The ratio of discharge time to integration time 
is used to quantify the digital solution (Rea l Time Devices, 
1988 ) . Integrating ADCs offer excellent noise rejection as 
the integrating converter averages out the effects of noise. 
This type of converter is very accurate and inexpensi ve. On 
the other hand , integrating ADCs are limited by low speed 
( Sood , 1 988 ) . 
vo: tage-to-freguencY ADCs Voltage-to-frequency ADCs 
use a precision voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC ) to change 
the data signal voltage into a train of pulses with a 
frequency proportional to the data signal voltage. A digital 
repr esentation of the data signal is then generated by a 
cou nter whi ch counts the number of pulses over a set period of 
time. This t ype of converter is character ized by slow speeds 
with good noise immunity (Sood, 1988). 
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Parallel or flash ADCs Parallel or flash ADCs are 
used in applications that require very high speed conversion. 
Flash converters operate by simultaneously comparing the input 
voltage signal to the threshold values of several comparators. 
The comparators are arranged in parallel with the threshold 
values biased one least significant bit (LSB) apart. For a 
zero input vo ltage signal, all of the comparators are in the 
off state ( The engineering staff of Analog Devices, 1986). As 
the input voltage signal increases above zero, the 
comparators, which are biased at a level below the input 
signal, change state to on . A fast encoder then converts the 
comparator states into an output code (Sood, 1988). F lash 
converters are evolving rapidly; current models are capable of 
conversion rates of several megahertz . 
Successive-approximation ADCs Successive-
approximation ADCs are the most commonly used ADC since this 
type of converter offers a good combination of speed and high 
resolution. It is possible to obtain sixteen bits of 
r esolution at a sampling rate of 1 megahertz (Analog Devices, 
1987). This type of converter uses an internal DAC. However, 
unlike the counter ADC, the successive-approximation DAC is 
able to match the level o f the input voltage signal very 
quickly. As a resul t , the convers ion time of a successive-
approximat ion ADC is very fast. Also, the time of co nversion 
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is not dependent upon the level of the input vol tage--a major 
disadvantage found with the counter ADC (Sood , 1988). 
The successive-approximation internal DAC approximates 
the input signal level with a binar y code which is put into a 
regis t er within the device. A comparator compares the 
approximation with the input signal voltage and comma nds the 
additio n or subtraction of bits of code, i nto the r egister, 
until the best approximation i s obtained. This approx imatio n 
within the successive-approximation register is then available 
to the computer a s the fi nal digital word (Sood, 1988 ) . 
Resolution 
The resolution of an ADC i s the smallest increment of 
measurement that the ADC c an r ecognize . This measurement is 
usually a voltage rep resented by the LSB of the conve rter word 
(Analog Devices , 1987 ) . Resolution is usually listed in ADC 
performance specifications as the number of bits used to 
quantize the input signal. More bits means more recognizable 
divisions i nto which the ADC input signal range can be divided 
(National I nstruments, 1989). An 8 bit ADC that has an input 
signal range of 10 volts will have a r esolution or LSB voltage 
as calculated below (Sood , 1988 ) . 
Resolution = LSB Voltage = 10 V/((2)8 ] = 0 . 039 v 
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Some transducers have very wide dynamic r anges. Dynamic 
range is the difference between the smallest detec table signal 
level and the largest full scale signal leve l (Analog Devices, 
1987). A high resolutio n ADC (16 bi t ) may be necessary to 
utilize the accuracy of a transducer with a wide dynamic 
range. 
In some applications, an inst rumentat io n amplifier ( IA ) 
may be used to amplify the transducer voltage to enhance the 
sensitivity of a medium resolution ADC. The amplification 
offered by an IA allows smaller input voltage ranges to be 
brought directly to the converter. In such a case , the input 
voltage range is made smaller by a factor corresponding to IA 
gain and the LSB voltage or resolution will thus be inc reased 
(Analog Devices, 1987). Using the previous calculation for an 
8 bit ADC , the addit i on of an IA with a gain factor of 16X, 
p roduces the following calculated resolut i on. 
Resolution = 10 V/[(2)8 X 16] = 0 .0024 Volts 
Notice that the r esolution gained by using an IA set at 16X, 
with an 8 bit ADC, is theoretically equal to the resolution 
acquired by a 12 bit ADC, with no IA gain, as shown below. 
Resolution= 10 V/[(2) 12] = 0.0024 Volts 
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Speed 
Speed of A/D conversion is usually listed as throughput 
rate. Throughput ra te is the inver s e of the acquisition time. 
Throughput rate of the ADC is an inconclusive figure as o t her 
acquisition component s influence overall speed . As a system 
specification, throughput r ate takes i nto conside ration 
multiplexer (MUX) settling time, IA settling time, sample-and-
hold amp lifier (SHA ) aperture and settling time, A/D 
conversion time, and ti me of data transfer. I t should be 
noted that if an adjustab l e gain IA is part o f the system , 
then the IA gain setting will affect the sett l ing time o f the 
IA and thus affect overall conversion speed. Higher gain 
corresponds to a higher sett ling time and thus a slower 
conversion rate . Measurements have shown that certain ADC 
board throug hput rates, when compared to throughput rates at 
unity gain, decrease by as much as 65% whe n using a gain 
factor of 500X (Analog Devices, 1987) . As an approximation, 
MUX and IA settl ing account for 20%, SHA settling accounts for 
10%, A/D co nversion accounts for 55% , and data transfer 
accounts for 15% of total acquisit ion time (Analog Devices, 
1987) . 
Frequently , throughput rates are given as an ADC board 
level specification. The performance will vary with different 
types of computers . In si ngle ADC multichannel systems, board 
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throu g hp u t rate is div i ded by the number of s amp li ng channe l s 
to determi ne pe r channel throughput at the board l e vel 
( Metrabyte Corporation, 1989). 
Max. Throughput/Channel= Max. Board Throughput/# Cha nnels 
An 8 channel board rated for 10 kHz throughput will thus have 
a maximum sampling rate of 1 . 25 kHz /channel . 
Digitizing multi p le channels 
Two approaches are generally used to simultaneously 
digitize more than one analog i nput signal: analog 
multiplexing and parallel conversion (Sood, 1988). 
Mul t iplexing An analog MUX is a set of switches that 
route several channels of data to a s ingle ADC . The MUX is 
commanded by control logic to connect one channel at a 
selected time to a SHA f or A/D conversion . Each c hannel can 
t hen be sequentially converted i n a make and break fashion 
without experiencing time-skew problems . Most a nalog 
multiplexers use semiconduc t or JFET or CMOS switches and come 
in a variety of configuratio ns: 2,4 ,8, 16 , 32 ,64 .. . 256 s i ngle 
and/or differential cha nnels. Important multiplexer 
specif i cations are on-resistance, leakage currents, transfer 
accuracy, crosstalk, and sett ling time (Sood, 1988 ) . 
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Parallel conversion Wi th the recent d rop in price of 
ADCs, parallel conversion has become increasingly popu lar ( The 
engineering staff of Analog Devi ces , 1986 ) . I n para llel 
convers i on a separate ADC is used for each input channel . 
This offe rs many advantage s over analog multiplexing. Since 
each ADC is converting just one c hannel , extremely fast A/D 
conversio n is possible . At medi um sampling rates, a cost 
savings may be realized s ince slower and less expensive ADCs 
c an be used and SHAs may b e eliminated ( The engi neering staff 
of Analog Devices , 1986 ). The parallel conversion scheme 
allows the ADCs to be placed nea r the transducers, and data 
can then be shipped to the DAS i n digital form . Thi s i s 
useful in electricall y no i sy envi ronments (Sood, 1988). 
Bus structures used b y microprocessors favor the use of 
digital multiplexing . Digital logic circuits can be used to 
exercise judgement on sending data to the host computer. Thi s 
c an decrease redundant sampli ng and optimi ze conve rsion a nd 
storage processes. Thi s is not possible with an analog 
mu l tip l exed system until after the s ignals have been 
digiti zed. This requires extra time a nd energy ( Th e 
engineering staff of Analog Devices, 1986 ) . 
~ transfer Once data are digitized b y the ADC it 
can be t ra nsferred to the computer i n a number of ways . High 
speed data acquisition over a long time i nterval may r equi r e 
use of direct memory access ( DMA ) or ADC on-board memory . 
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Direct memory access Direc t memory a ccess ( OMA ) 
provides fast transfe r of data b y temporari l y suppressing the 
central processing unit (CPU) o f the computer and rout ing the 
digitized data directly to the computer 's random a ccess memor y 
(RAM) (Kim , 1981) . A OMA co ntroller takes command of the 
computer ' s bus dur ing data tr ansfer and gener ates required 
addresses and control commands. At the end of this interval, 
the bus control is turned over to the microprocessor (Sood, 
1988) . Most PCs are restricted to OMA segments of 64 
kilobytes . To con t iguous l y store more than 64 kilobytes 
requires a first-in f i rst-out (FIFO) buffer to t emporaril y 
hold data while t he computer switches to another 64 kilobyte 
segment (Ana l og Devices, 1987). 
On-card RAM memory Another wa y of circu mventing the 
64 kilobyte OMA restriction is to use on-card RAM memory to 
store acquired data . This scheme does not use OMA at all . 
RAM memory , installed on the ADC board, holds digitized data 
until the PC can stor e the data. This resul ts i n faster 
acquisition t imes as data and address bus a ccess times a re 
e liminated and the buses are thu s free f or the CPU to further 
speed data transfer ( Ana l og Devices, 1987). 
Samp le-and- hold-amp lifiers 
A SHA i s used to hold an input s i gnal at a constant level 
while the ADC converts the sig nal to digital f orm (Analog 
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Devices , 1987). A SHA reduces uncertainty error in the 
analog-to-digital (A/D) output when the input signal change is 
fast compared to the A/D conversion time. As a r e sult , a SHA 
helps increase overall speed of accu ra te conversion . SHAs are 
also used i n some multichannel systems to hold the input 
signal of one channe l for conversion while a nother channel's 
input is bei ng d i giti z ed (Sood , 1988). 
A SHA consists of a storage capacitor, input and output 
buffer amplifiers, and a control switch whi ch is sometimes 
called a track/sample switch. During the sample period , the 
control switch connects the input signal vo ltage to the 
storage capacitor which is rapidly charged to the input s ignal 
level (Analog Devices , 1987). At the end of this acqu i sition 
time, the control sw i tch opens and the capacitor then holds 
the signal until it is converted . There are two time delays 
to be considered dur ing the beginning of this hold period . 
First, there is a time delay between the command to ho ld and 
the ope ning of the contro l switch. I n systems that use SHAs 
this aperture delay determines the maximum frequency of input 
signal allowable if full conversion accuracy is to be 
mainta ined. Aperture times are usually of the order of a few 
nanoseconds (Sood, 1988). Second, after the control switch 
opens, a settling time must pass before the input voltage 
stabili zes enough for faithful conversion to take p lace. The 
input voltage cannot stay in hold for too long since leakage 
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or capacitive bias curre nts will cause the signal level t o 
drop off or droop. Acquisition time, aperture time, settling 
time , and droop rate are all spec i fications to consider when 
exam i ning SHAs . 
S ignal Conditioning and Transducer Interfaci ng 
It is sometimes necessary to cond ition the i nput voltag e 
signal i n order t o vi ew and acquire data in the desired f orm. 
Common signal conditioning includes amplitude adjustment 
(usually amplification), filtering, diffe r e ntiation, 
integration , peak and valley detection , and isolation . 
Excitation vo ltages may be necessary to drive act i ve 
transducers, a nd reference voltages may be r equi red for 
standardization a nd/or calibration of the DAS . 
Instrumentation am p lifiers 
IAs are designed to supply high input impedance/common 
mode rejection , low ambient temperature induced offset and 
drift, low nonli nearity, and s tabl e accurate gain (Analog 
Devices, 1987). If input signals spa n only half o f the total 
ADC input range then any converter errors are effectively 
doubled (Sood, 1988); therefore, IAs may be used to increase 
transducer output vol tage to best utilize the ADCs input range 
end enhance the ADC's sensitivity. 
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IAs may have software cont rol led gai n/offset and may be 
supplied on the A/D conversion board . Software programmable 
gain is a convenience that allows fo r key boar d contr ol of 
individua l cha nnel' s gain/offset . 
IAs alone may offe r l i ttle s ignal isolation or noise 
rejection . However , amplificati on of small t r a nsducer 
signals, at the site of transduct i on, can sometimes be useful 
in electrical l y noisy env ironments . For example, i nd uced 
noi s e of 10 micr ovolts added to a t r ansducer signa l of 10 
mi crov o lts c auses 100% error ( Analog Devices , 1987 ) . 
Amplificatio n of the signal at the transductio n site by lOOX 
c an reduce this induced noise error by as much as lOOX . 
Iso lation amplifiers 
Iso lation amplifiers isolate transducer signals from the 
c omputer. For e xample, the Analog Devi c e s Model 248J hig h 
per formance transformer isol a ti o n amplifi e r of f ers common mode 
voltage (CMV) isolation of+/ - 5000 V peak val ue delivered 
over a 10 millisecond pulse and continuous CMV i s olation of 
+/- 2500 VDC (Analog Devices , 1985). Isolation s e rves to 
prot ec t the c omputer and oper ator from transient volta ge-
s pi ke s pi c ked up by transducer~ l eads . In c l inic a l o r 
phys iologi ca l investigations in whi c h the subje ct may be 
elec tri c all y susc eptibl e , iso l a ti o n amplifiers p rotect t he 
subject from t ransient or computer gene rated e l ectri cal 
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potentials that could cause microshock . "Optical isolation or 
t ransf ormer isolatio n of the electrical leads connected to the 
patient is probab l y t he best way to protect patients from most 
macroshock and microshock hazards " (Olson , 1978 ) . 
F ilters 
Filters are sometimes necessary to eliminate unwanted 
noise or to ex t ract a particular feature of an input signal. 
Filtering may be accomplished by either ana l og or digital 
techniques. It should be noted that noise elimination filters 
are not a justifiable substitute fo r proper wiring, layout, 
and shielding techniques . However , filters may p rove useful 
in adjunct to a properly eng i neered DAS (Analog Devices, 
1981 ) . Care shou ld be taken whe n filtering input sig nals to 
insure that important frequency components of the input signa l 
are not being inadvertently lost . 
Analog filtering Analog filters process the i nput 
signal in a continuous fashion while the signal is still in 
analog f orm. There are four type s of filters: low-pass , 
h igh-pass, band-pass, and band- reject or notch (Coughlin and 
Driscoll, 1987). Most present day analog filters are active 
filters constructed of operat ional amplifiers and 
resistive/capacitive networks. 
Analog filters can b~ const ruc ted by someone who does not 
have an extensive electrical engineering background . Transfer 
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functions, which mathemat ically express the relationship 
between input signal and output signal, are available in 
algebraic approximation equations . These equations can be 
found in integrated circuit data books which most operational 
amplifier manufacturers will supply. By changing resist i ve 
a nd cap ac i t i ve val ues, a vari e ty of filter response 
characteristics can be achieved f r om one c i rcuit. Filter 
construction often requires a great deal of time , and a 
bipolar powe r supply, oscilloscope , and fu nction generator are 
required to construct and test most filters . Alternatively, 
complete and tested active filters can be purchased from 
several manufacturers . 
Digital filtering Digital filters are either digital 
electroni c circuits or computer programs that process 
digitized samples of t he i nput sig na l to achieve an output 
similar to that produced by analog filtering. Digital filters 
operate on a sequence of numbers, each of which corresponds to 
a specific instant of time . Each instant of time corresponds 
to an A/D conversion sampling point (Baharestani and Tompkins, 
1981 ) . The necessary operations of any digital filter are (1) 
storage, (2) multiplication by constants, and (3) addition . 
J .F. Ka iser defined a digital filter as follows: "The 
term digital filter refers to the computational process or 
algor ithm by which a sampled signal or sequence of numbers 
(acting as an input) is transformed into a second sequence of 
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numbers termed the output signal" (Strum and Kirk, 1988 ) . A 
PC may be used t o implement a real time digital filter if its 
microp roc e sso1· is fast e noug h to perform the necessary filter 
operati ons and produc e a number at its output f or eac h number 
that it r e ce i ves f rom t he A/D converter ( Baharestani a nd 
Tompkins, 198 1 ). Real time digital filter i ng of a singl e 
i nput signal i s rel at ive ly easy to imp l ement if the filter 
algorithm i s no t t oo complex. For example, digital low-pass 
filtering in real t ime ca n be a ccomplished on most PCs .. 
However, with curr ent techniques, it is d iff icul t t o 
continuousl y di s play both a filtered output with its input 
signal in time synchrony at the time of the event . Also, when 
more than o ne digital filter is r equired in a multi c hannel 
r ecording situation, rea l time filteri ng wi th a standard PC is 
usual l y precluded (Baharestani and Tompkins, 1981 ) . In cases 
such as this , digital filtering is usually done in post 
acquisition (after input data has been recorded), or an anal og 
filter i s used . 
Ther e are t wo bas i c digital f i lter types. There are 
nonr e curs i ve and recursive filt e rs. They differ f rom one 
another in the structure of the filter' s transfer func ti on . 
The transfe r function of a digi tal filte r is a poly nomial 
expression that relates the f ilter input to t he filt er output. 
The output of a recursive filter system depe nds upon prev i ous 
values of the output as well as the current values of the 
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input. In nonrecursive systems , the p r evious o u tput values 
are no t included in the solution (Strum and Kirk , 1988) . 
No nrecu rs ive filte rs are known to be consistent l y stab le, 
completely linear in phase response, easy to design, and 
stable in r e sponse to input di s tu rba nces such as switching 
transients. Howeve r , nonrecursive filters, u nlike r e curs ive 
fi lters, cannot produce a sha r p cu toff freq uency wi th a fast 
rolloff ( Baharestani and Tompkins, 1981). 
Digital filters offe r many advantages over analog 
filte r s. They have both high noise immunity and accuracy. 
Digital filter accuracy corresponds to the roundoff e rror 
which can be made small during filte r software development. 
Digital fil t ers are cheaper than analog filte rs . It i s also 
easy to change digital filter character istics. With 
appropriate softwa re , filte r characteristi cs may be c hanged on 
command by pressing a key on the PC keyboard. Digital filters 
are not affected by temperature changes , component aging, or 
power supply fluctuations . As a result , digital filters offer 
excellent repeatability (Baharestani and Tompkins, 1981) . 
Anti -a liasing filte rs Alias ing i s a phenomenon that 
occurs when t he sampling frequency of the DAS i s less than 
twice the highest frequency o f the signal being digitized. 
There will always be some aliasing present whenever analog 
signals are converted to digital signals . This is due t o 
high-frequency componen t s present in the analog signal, 
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whether they are harmon i cs of the signal or contamination f rom 
noise (Williams, 1986) . Aliasing errors occur when 
significant information contained i n frequen c ies higher tha n 
the resoluti on al~owed by the sampling r ate appear mixed with 
lower fre quency c omponents . Th e result is signal distort i on . 
The effects o f aliasing can be significantly r educed by use of 
an analog low-pass filter that attenuates the unne cessary 
high- f requency component s and bandlimits the analog signal to 
at least one half the sampling f req uency bef or e it is 
digitized. An analysis of the f requency components of the 
signal of interest is necessary before designating the filter 
transfer function. This i s done to insure that important 
comp o nents of the signal are not attenuat ed and lost, thus 
crea ting a n area of omission ( Monzon and Tompkins , 1988 ). 
Anti -a lias ing cannot be accomplished with any digital 
filtering process (Baharestan i and Tompk i ns, 1981 ) . 
Analog averag ing techni q ues The mean of an input 
signal is the zero harmonic or direct-current (DC) level of 
the s ignal as deter mi ned by Fourier a pproximation ( Rubin, 
1987) . Thi s signa l may be determined by using a l o w-pass 
filter or by using a pr ocess of integration. Integration is 
commonly used to determ ine a mean signal over a given time 
period. Low-pass filters work best when observing the mean 
signal in a continuous manner (Rubin, 1987) . 
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An ideal analog low-pass filter outputs a constant 
voltage from DC to a cutoff frequency, f c . In reality, fc is 
usually at the frequency where gain is reduced to 0.707 of its 
low-f r equency value (Coughlin and Driscoll, 1987). As the 
input signal frequency increases above fc, the output signal 
is attenuated . The rate of attenuation, or rolloff, is often 
related in terms of decible/decade ( dB/decade) where a decade 
equal s a frequency factor of lOX. Attenuation is a c i rcu it 
closed-loop gai n figu r e approximated as follows. 
Gain in dB = 20 log10 [V0 /V i] 
Where V0 = filte r output voltage 
Vi = filter input voltage 
For example , if filter gain decreases by 20 dB / decade, then 
gain i s div ided by a factor of 10 as the input frequency 
increases by a factor of 10 (Coughlin a nd Driscoll , 1987 ) . 
Analog low-pass filter s may be cascadec to enhanc e rate of 
attenuation . The overall gain o f cascaded filters equals the 
product obtained by multiplying together each filte r ' s gain. 
In the comp lex domain, l ow-pass filters's r esponses have many 
poles which are equivalent to the order of the filter. This 
in turn corr esponds to the number of storage elements found in 
the filter (Analog Devi ces , 1981). There are many types of 
low-pass filters such as Butterworth, Bessel, Chebyshev, and 
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Paynter; the performance of these varies in response to a 
choice of time constants , natural frequencies and damping of 
filter elements (Analog Devices, 1981). 
Butterworth low-pass filters Butterworth filters work 
well in low-pass appli cations as they have a flat closed-loop 
gain of close to l X in the pass band. Butterworth filters are 
not designed to keep a constant phase angle at the cutoff 
frequency. The phase angle at fc increases with each increase 
in attenuation. Filter output lags behind input signal by 45° 
at fc in a -20 dB/decade Butterworth filter . For each 
increase of -20 dB / decade attenuation, the phase angle, or 
output delay, increases by approximately 45° (Coughli n and 
Driscoll , 1987) . This phase angle will not be a problem in 
applications in which mean signal is being viewed over a long 
time. 
Moving averag e filter The moving average filter is a 
much used nonrecursive design which approximates an analog 
low-pass filter. The designer selects a number of data points 
to be successively averaged by the filter. The larger the 
number of points, the greater the smoothing effec t produced . 
Also, more points means more time required for the filter to 
calculate a response. For example, in a 200 point moving 
average filter, the first 200 points that enter the filte r 
will be averaged producing one output number. As the ne xt 
sequence of numbers enters the filter, the fi lter will a verage 
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only the most recent 200 points , again p roduc ing an averaged 
output number. This process is successively repeated for all 
data points resu lting in a cumulative output that is fit to 
the averaged points (Strum and Kirk, 1988) . 
The Hanning filter is a form of nonrecursive moving 
average filter that produces an output data point that is the 
scaled average of three successive input points. The center 
point is weighted twice as heavily as its two adjacent points 
(Baharestani and Tompkins, 1981). This filter produces a 
characteristic passband of a low-pass filte r with a gain of 
one at DC and a rolloff to zero when the input frequency 
equals one half of the sampling frequency . 
Least-squares polynomial fitting A least-squares 
polynomial fitting low-pass nonrecursive filter approximates 
sets of input data points by a parabolic polynomial . Any odd 
number of points may be selected to be fit by a parabola. The 
p r ocess repeats for each new input data point. As an example, 
if a 7 point filter is chosen , a parabola will be fit by the 
algorithm to the first 7 points that enter the filter. When 
data point 8 enters the filter , a new parabola will be fit to 
this point and the previous 6 points. This process repeats 
for each new input point and a 7 point parabola is thus fit 
f or every new input point. The output of the filte r is then 
the center points of all of the calcu lated parabolas. The 
gr e a ter the number of po i nts chose n f or the filter, the 
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greater the rate of rolloff. Howeve r as the number of points 
increases, filter processing time increases as well . This 
tec hn ique also approximates the effect o f a n a nalog low-pass 
filter (Baharestani and Tompkins, 1981) . 
Qiffer entiation 
A differ e ntiator is a device that approximates t he 
mat hematica l p r ocess of differ entiati on . Diffe r e ntiator s 
r espond to c hanges in the input signal level and not to the 
abso l ute level of the input signa l. Differentiation of t ime 
dependent signals character izes the rate of c hange wit h 
r e spe ct t o time. Maximum, mi n imum, or zero cha nges ca n be 
indi c ated by differentiator output signals. In f r equency 
terms, a differentiator produces a risi ng outpu t in respo nse 
to increasing signal frequency. Although an ideal 
d ifferentiator is no t l i mi ted b y f r equ e ncy r esponse, a r eal 
di f fer e ntiator will ha ve a cutoff f req uency at wh i c h t he 
outpu t s ig nal fai l s to incr e ase wit h f r equency ( Rub i n , 1987 ). 
Approximation of differ e ntiation may be accomplished b y either 
anal o g o r digital techniques . 
Ana log di ffe r e ntiati on Most analog differ entiators 
are a ct i ve, utilizing oper ati o nal amplifiers wit h RC networ ks 
t o best approx imate differ e ntiati on b y a n ana log techn iqu e. 
Analog d iffe r entiator s o ffer real time p rocessi ng o f the input 
s i g nal at a moder ate cost. Ho wev e r, h ig h-freq uency noise and 
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instability problems are inherent in analog differentiators 
(Woodburn and Tompkins, 1981) . 
Digital differentiation It is recognized that 
dif fe rentiation is not defined for digital data (Williams , 
1986). However, differentiation of input signals that are 
continuous can be closely a p proximated by a number of 
techniques such as secant-line approximation, forward or 
backward-difference approximation, and po l ynomial modeling . 
These methods usually involve trade- offs of increased accuracy 
and resolution for increased computer memory and computation 
time . All algorithms contain margins of er ror that decrease 
as the interval between input points decreases (Woodburn and 
Tompkins, 1981) . 
Digital filters cannot indefinitely increase output 
signal level in response to increasing frequency of input 
signal . The amplitude response of most digital 
differentiators i s limited to 1/2 the sampling rate used to 
acquire the input signal . At this signal frequency the output 
signal level drops to zero (Woodbu rn and Tompkins, 1981) . It 
is therefore important to pay close attention to the bandwidth 
characteristics of both the input signal and the DAS to insure 
adequate processing. 
In general, digital systems of differentiation offer the 
stability and repeatability inherent in a numerical algorithm, 
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noise reduction through smoothing , and software controlled 
cha ngeable pa rameters ( Woodbu rn and Tompkins, 1981). 
Polynomial modeling is a tec hn i que in which a best-fit 
pol ynomial expression is derived to model the input signal. 
The slope o f the polynomial expression is deter mined and the n 
used to compute a n output signal from t he continuous data 
signal that has bee n digitized . The result i ng derivative 
expression wi ll also be a pol ynomial . The order of the 
derivative polynom ial expression vari es with the number of 
data points used i n the model (Williams, 1986 ) . The value of 
the approximation o f the deri v ative improves when more than 5 
po ints are used t o fit the polynomial expression . This type 
of der i va tive algorithm, whi ch is nonrecursive , offers a 
smooth ing characteristic that helps a ttenuate h igh-freque ncy 
noise commonly seen in other derivative algorithms (Woodburn 
and Tompkins, 1981 ) . Also, gain is not a f unction of sampling 
period as in other algorithms . Forward or backward difference 
approximations are special types o f polynomially derived 
derivatives (W illiams, 1986 ) . 
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SELECTING A DAS 
Selection and config urati o n o f a DAS req u i res careful 
co nside r ation of applications in which the DAS is to be use d . 
An evaluation of data to be r ecorded and the measuring devices 
used to p r ese nt the data signals to the DAS will help 
determine basic r equirements such as the following : 
1) Throughput r ate 
2) Resolution 
3) Available input/output channels 
4) Type o f input channels avai l able 
(single ended and/or differentia l input 
channels) 
5) Input voltage range 
6) Gain/offset per channel 
It is also necessary to c onside r the studies i n which the DAS 
may be used to determine other DAS requirements such as: 
1 ) Type of display fo r mat 
(rea l time and/or p ost acqu isi tion g raphi cal 
and/or numer i cal di splays) 
2) Data storage f ormat 
3) Playback and analysi s capabi li ti e s 
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4) Data conditioning capabilities 
5) Waveform reproduction 
Other factors which must be considered before selecting a DAS 
are as fo llows: 
1) Computer/software compatibility 
2) Supported printers/plotters 
3) Expansion capabilities of the DAS 
4) Time available to develop and test DAS 
5) Cost of DAS including operation/maintenance 
Signal Analysis 
The signals of interest need to be sampled fast enough to 
faithfully represent the data as seen by the DAS. The 
sampling theorem states that if a bandwidth limited signal 
contains no frequency components higher than value fx, then 
the original signal can be reclaimed comp letely without any 
distortion if it has been sampled at a rate at least two times 
fx (Yanikowski, 1981) . Sampling rates greater than 2fx can 
increase resolution but require a larger storage space . Also, 
the price of the ADC increases with its throughput 
capabilities . Most designers select sampling rates that are 
at least 20% greater than the minimum required by the sampling 
theorem and strive for higher rates , approaching the limits 
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imposed b y recorde r space or DAS memor y and conversion 
capab i lities ( Williams , 1986) . 
The bandwidth of biol ogical signals spans f rom DC to 
20 , 000 Hz. However, most physiological signals are at the 
lower end of this spectrum . Care must be taken when reading 
bandwidth values f rom references. Many sources do no t state 
cri t ica l information such as species or state of subjects f rom 
which bandwidth data wa s derived. It is known that the 
cardiovasc ular fundamental f req uency a nd bandwidth 
r equi r eme nts for study ing an exer c i si ng animal are 2 to 3 
time s greater than for studying the s ame animal at rest 
(Rubin , 1987). The bandwidt h of car diovascular parameters of 
a resting dog are u s uall y greater than tha t of a resting human 
(Yang et al., 1978). 
In additi o n, different forms of anal ysis or processing 
pl anned for a s ignal may mandate different bandwidth 
requ i r ements. For ex amp le, dp/dt requires a differ ent 
bandwidth from that required for the ventricular pressure 
s ignal. 
Blood pr essure bandwidth 
Shirer ( 1962 ) gi ves can i ne c a r diovascu lar bandw idth 
r equ i rements of 30 Hz to 100 Hz in order to insure faithful 
reproduction of the pulsa tile waveform. Thi s covers the mea n 
(DC or z ero harmonic ) component, t he fun damental frequency 
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(the repetition frequency of the wave itself ) plus 6 to 30 
harmonics for canines with a heart rate from 1 . 5 to 5 
beats/ second. Olson (1978) lists a bandwidth of DC to 50 Hz 
for direct arter ial measurement, however, heart rate and 
spe c ies are not gi ven . In pressure measurements the zero 
harmonic (the constant term) is the largest component . Higher 
frequency terms are primarily necessary to describe sharp 
fluctuations in the waveform such as the dicrotic notch seen 
in the aortic pressure wave or the a, c , and v atrial p r essure 
waves (Caro et al., 1978). It is generally accepted that a 
bandwidth of 10 times the fundamental frequency of the 
wave form will faithfully reproduce the waveform. It is not 
uncommon for adult dogs to have a heart rate up to 160 
beats/minute (BPM). Younger dogs can exhibit rates up to 220 
BPM . However, i t was anticipated that during the study 
involv i ng GIK , the anesthetic would keep heart rates near 120 
BPM. A heart rate o f 120 BPM or 2 Hz requires a bandwidth of 
20 Hz f or f a ithful reproduction (Y ang et al., 1978). 
dp/dt 
The fi rs t derivati ve of a blood pressure waveform 
produces frequencies higher than those of the waveform itself. 
Fourier frequency analysis of the derivative signal, but not 
of the raw waveform, is thus required to accuratel y determine 
the bandwidth requirements. Thi s type of information is 
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rarely available (Rubin, 1987). Peura (1978) states that for 
ventricular waveforms that will be differentiated the 
amplitude to f requency response of a catheter - manometer system 
should remain flat to within 5% up to the 20th harmonic of the 
fundamental of the raw waveform . Yang et al. (1978 ) give 30 
Hz or greater as a n adequate natural frequency of a transducer 
system for determination of dp / dt. 
Flow rate 
McDonald (1974) has stated in relation to blood flow that 
no significant propagated waves exist above 30 Hz and that 
those found above 20 Hz are small . Olson (1978) specifies DC 
to 20 Hz for a blood flow range f rom 1 to 300 ml/second . In 
aortic flow rate measurements, the zer o harmonic is smaller 
tha n the fundamental freque ncy with repr ese ntation from higher 
harmonics necessary to lend resolution during the rapid rise 
of flow in early systole and possible sharp fluctuations of 
flow reversal that occur at the end of systole . Further away 
from the heart where t he pressure waveform is smoother, fewer 
harmonics are required (Caro et al., 1978). 
Electrocardiograp h 
Olson (1978) specifies a conservative bandwidth of 0.01 
to 250 Hz for EKG signals. Jacobson and Webster (1977) state 
that an upper frequency limit of at least 100 Hz is necessary 
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for f ai thf ul EKG reproduct ion . Poor high-frequency response 
can limit the ampl itude o f EKG compo nents s uch as the ORS 
complex . The low-frequency limit should extend down to 0.05 
Hz which corresponds to a time constant of 3 seconds. A 
shorter time constant will distort the P and T components o f 
the EKG, as well as the ST segme nt , decreasing the worth of 
the EKG for diagnostic or timing determinations. The 0.05 to 
100 Hz EKG bandwidth is also a specification of the Amer ican 
Heart Association to ensure cl inical accuracy (Neuman, 1978). 
Measuring Devices 
The fi rs t set of experiments, called the GIK study 
r equired the simultaneous use of two active pressure 
transducers, one bipolar EKG l ead , and one ultrasonic device 
to measure distance between a pair of tra nsducers implanted in 
the heart. Each pressure transducer would be required to 
simultaneously supply more than one waveform to the DAS for 
analysis. One transduce r supplied pulsatile and MLAP to the 
DAS. The second t ransducer suppli e d pulsatile left 
ventricular pressure (LVP) and dp/dt from the LVP wa veform. 
In addition three other studies required the simultaneous use 
of two electromagnetic flowmeters, a bipolar EKG lead, two 
pressure displa ys, and the sonomicrometer. 
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p ressure transducers 
Millar MPC-500 Mikro-Tip catheter pressure transducers 
were selected because of their capabil ity to produce high 
fidelity pressure waveforms. By eliminating the hydraulic 
connection betwee n pressure source and tr a nsducer, time delay 
of pressure pulse transm i ssion is eliminated a nd frequency 
response is enhanced. These two considerations are especiall y 
important when the transducer is to be used to determine 
dp / dt. Also, hydrostatic pressure errors and catheter whip 
artefacts are eliminated when there is no hydraulic connection 
in the transducer system . This model transducer is considered 
to be somewhat fragile and expensive; it is without warr anty 
after receipt . Special care i s required in cleaning and 
hand ling of the t ransducer to insure that it functions 
properly and is not damaged . 
Ea ch Millar pressure transducer requires a contro l unit 
fo r : ~terfacing to a chart-recorder, monitor, or DAS . Millar 
model TCB-500 control units were selected for use since they 
supply bridge excitation, balance , and calibration control f or 
each transducer. These battery powered control units also 
suppl y amplification giving a nominal output signal of 0.2 
V/100 mmHg. Battery power offers some microshock protection 
fo r the subject. The unit's internal calibration signal 
outputs electronic zero as well as 20 mmHg and 100 mmHg 
electron i c calibration signals. Having both 20 and 100 mrnHg 
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cal i bration levels allows ca libration output to the DAS in two 
ranges : venous a nd arterial. 
Sonomicrometer 
Triton Technology ' s Sonomicrometer 120 ul t r a so nic 
distance measuring devi ce was selected for use i n the GI K 
study as the device has been validated and used extensively in 
animal models to assess global and regiona l myocardial 
dimensio ns (Hill et al . , 1978). This device measures transit 
time between two piezoelectric transducers placed i n the 
myocard ium and outputs an analog voltage proportional to the 
distance between the two crystals . Up to f our distances, in 
close proximi t y, can be measured simultaneously without 
interference . A calibration signal is suppli e d by switching 
to an internal c lock which ou tputs a stair-ste p DC voltage in 
one millimeter increments . Output voltage offset and gain are 
both adjustable on each channel making the unit compatible 
with most chart recorders , monitors, and DASs . 
Each of the f our channels is supplied with an EKG circuit 
which allows unipolar or bipolar lead electrogram measurements 
using the piezoelectric transducers and a g round-wire attached 
to the subject . Ground reference for the EKG circuit is not 
connected directly to chassis ground but is attached to the 
output of an amplifier . Common-mode voltage is sensed by the 
amplifier, inverted, and fed back to the subject through the 
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ground-wire, driving common mode voltage to a low value. This 
driven system eliminates noise and offers some isolation 
protection to the subject in the e vent of a n ab normally high 
voltage potential between the subject and ground. An internal 
voltage pulse is also provided for c alibration of a cha r t 
r ecorder or DAS . 
Datascope 861 portable physiology scope (EKG monitor) 
Th is device is a clinical monitor that displays two 
pr essu r es and an EKG signal . One of two available auxiliary 
singl e ended outputs could be used to display and record EKG 
on the DAS. However, the low end frequency r esponse of the 
EKG channel limits the accuracy of this device. The EKG 
channel has front end transformer isolation c i rcuitry f or 
patient safety . Leads I, II, III, aVL, aVR , aVF and V are 
available . 
FlowmetrY 
Two electromagnetic f lowmeters and a selection of 
preca libra ted probes were loane d by Nihon Kohden Corporation 
o f Japan . The MFV-3100 and MFV-3200 flowmete rs were designed 
to work synchronously with two probes placed more than three 
centimeters apart . Simultaneous output o f the pulsatile 
blood-flow waveform, mean blood-flow wi th time constants of 
one and three milliseconds, and stroke volume are possible 
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with the MFV-3200. Stroke volume output requires an EKG 
signal input to the MFV-3200. The MFV-3100 can output e ithe r 
pulsatile or mean flow at one time. With the MFV-3200 coupled 
to the MFV-3100 in synchronous operatio n, a total o f five 
output signals is possible using two probes. However, the 
experiments do not call for more than two outputs f rom two 
probes at any one time. Both units have digital LED displays; 
the MFV-3100 is capable of displaying a digital output of mean 
flow and the MFV- 3200 is c apable of display i ng digital mean 
flow or stroke volume. 
The pre-calibrated probes are each supplied with a "Cal-
pack" that conta ins spec ifi c calibration data deter mined by 
physiological saline flow trials conducted b y Nihon Kohden . 
Zero and c alibration voltages can be output to a DAS from 
either flowmeter by using Ca l-pack information . Output 
voltage gain is adjustable at each flowmeter making it easy to 
set the output v oltage for each individual p robe t o optimize 
the full sca le channel input range of the DAS. Also, each 
unit has isolated input and excitation circuitry for subject 
microshock protect i on and instrument pro tection against 
defibrillators and electrocautery (Ni hon Kohden Cor poration, 
publ i cat i on date unknown ) . 
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DAS Req u i rements Determined by S igna l and I nstrument 
Spec ifi c ati ons 
Throug hput rate 
The range o f repor t ed EKG bandw i dths was 0 . 01 to 250 Hz . 
Conseque ntl y , i t appear ed t hat EKG signals wou l d r equire the 
gr ea t e s t si ngle cha nnel thr oughput rate. For this b a ndw i dth , 
a DAS c hannel wit h a 500 Hz throughput r ate wou ld be r e quir e d 
for fai thf ul reproducti on o f EKG . Mor e ove r , p r evious 
exper i ence d emonstr ated that s am p ling ra t e s u p to lOX the 
bandwidth might be ne c essary t o ac h i e v e o per ati o nal r e so lution 
o f a di gi tized s ignal . This put the estimated neces s ary EKG 
t h roughput a t 2500 Hz . As most DAS s ystems under 
c o ns ide r a ti o n use d a s ingl e ADC a nd were limi t e d t o a n equa l 
throughpu t ra t e per c ha nnel , t he ove ra ll mini mu m thr o ug hput 
for seve n c hanne l s would be 17 ,500 Hz. The available 8 
cha n nel systems wou l d need an overa l l t hroughput of 20,000 Hz 
and 16 cha nne l systems wou ld need hav e 40 , 000 Hz capa bilities . 
Resolu t ion 
Eigh t bi t s o f r eso lutio n wo u l d l i kely be a dequate for the 
immediate studies . Oper ationa l or i ns t rume nta tion ampli fie rs 
could b e used t o p r e sca l e inpu t s igna ls to e n ha nce s e nsit iv ity 
o f an e ight bit co nve rter as descr i bed in the reso lution 
s ec t io n o f t he l ite r atue review. 
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Available input/output channels 
At least seven input channels would be required . As some 
inputs would be differential and others single ended, a DAS 
with the ability to receive both types of inputs was 
preferred. However, operational amplifiers could be used to 
convert differential signals to single ended to match a DAS 
that could not be programmed fo r both types of input. 
Input voltage range 
Most available DASs have input ranges from either 0 to 5 
V or o to 10 V in single ended input systems . I n double ended 
input systems, +/- 2.5 V and+/- 5.0 V ranges are common. Any 
of these would work although amplification of the input 
signals to best utilize the DAS's input range would be 
necessary. The flowmeters and sonomicrometer have adjustable 
signal output gain. However, gain and possibly offset would 
be required for pressure and EKG signals. Although 
gain/offset conditioning would not have to be supplied by the 
DAS, it would be a convenient feature . 
~ of display format/data storage format 
At least 7 channels of real time display , with waveform 
scaling in familiar units, would be necessary in order to 
analyze the data from and control the exper·iments. For 
example, r eal ti ~e MLAP was necessary to control the blood 
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volume infused after weaning a dog from the hea rt-lung bypass 
machine. 
Simultaneous recor ding to disk with keystroke on/off 
control to se lect the intervals recorded would also be 
required. It was not known how large each file would be for 
any one experiment, however, files would have to be stored on 
floppy disk or tape for later access and as a backup 
preca ution against hard disk failure. 
Playback , analysis , and data conditioning capabilities 
Playback of waveforms that were scaled in familiar units 
would be necessary to anal yze and extract data . The ability 
to develop or access programs that could digitally condition 
the data would be required . In addition, calculations such as 
dp/dt are done better by digital means. Moving average 
algorithms might be necessary to extract usable data fr om a 
no isy signal that could not be conditioned by analog means. 
Waveform rep r oduction 
The DAS would need to suppor t a printer to produce 
documentation of waveforms. 
AT - Codas DAS 
The DAS selected was the AT-Codas hardware and software 
package including optional Advanced Codas computational 
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software and high performance input/ou tput (I/O) module from 
Dataq Instruments, Inc . This ADC offers 12 bits of r eso l ut ion 
(1 part in 4096) capability for 16 single ended or 8 
differential a nalog input signals in any combination . 
Progr ammable system throughput to 50 kHz is poss i ble . The 
high performance 1/0 module buffers and multiplexes the analog 
input channels and can supply channel independent gains in 
steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 times the input 
signals . Each input channe l has f ul l ra nge offset control 
(+/- 5 V) . These amplifier functions are software selectable 
by simple keys troke commands through Codas software . I n 
addition , digital inputs and outputs (8 each ), as well as 1 
analog output , are available but are not supported by Codas 
software . An optional Microsoft C developme nt software 
package can be used to access these lines for general purpose 
applications. 
Duri ng rea l time, 9 display formats support programmable 
overlapping and nonoverlapping channels in a smooth scroll 
waveform . From 1 to 16 channels can be displayed in these 9 
formats at a maximum of 2000 pixels/second/channel. In post 
acqu isit ion mode, 10 displays are available . Data can be 
compressed, scrolled at various speeds , and stopped with 
single keystrok e commands. Waveform display scaling and 
offsetting is a vailable on each channel to expand or 
reposition the display for convenience. 
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Up to 29 channels may be displayed in post acquisition . 
This includes up to 16 recorded channels plus calculated 
channels generated by the optional Advanced Codas software . A 
cursor that spans full screen, in conju nction with a channel 
by c hannel alphanumeric sca led unit display, makes it easy to 
extract data points at any time during post acquisition. 
Data storage is by OMA directly to disk while maintaining 
a real time display. The maximum storage rate is 50 KHz to a 
hard disk. 
Advanced Codas software 
Optional Advanced Codas software was pur chased to supply 
digital signal conditioning. During post acquisition, 
Advanced Codas software can calculate and generate scaled 
waveforms from acquired data. Functions available include 
waveform rectification, integration, differentiation, moving 
ave r age filte r , and cycle b y cycle peak capture . This 
software allows f u nctions to be used individually or in any 
combination with automati c calibration of calculated units. 
Calculated channels can be aligned in time and displayed 
simultaneously with input data channels. 
On-board signal processor 
A TMS 32010 on-board signal processor uses a modified 
Harvard architecture that is optimized for high performance 
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number processing. This form of architecture, which suppor ts 
separate program and data memory spaces, allows for overlap o f 
instruct i ons (execution of one instruc tion over laps the fet ch 
cyc le o f the next instruction ) as well as parallel fetch o f 
inst r uctions and data . Accepting and delivering 16 bit data 
signals but o pera ting internall y on 32 bits, this device 
insures precision and speed up t o 5 million instruc tions per 
second ( Mips ) (McDonough et al., 1982) . Although this device 
is adver tised as excelling at digital filtering and OMA 
executio n, it does neither i n Codas. Its primar y function is 
to contro l the r eal time signal displ a y of Codas . Th i s 
processor contr o ls sca le, offset, scrol l and configuration o f 
up to 16 chan nels of data in rea l time. Si mu ltaneous control 
of the OMA is a ccomplished b y the PC OMA cont ro lle r . OMA 
t r ansfers are made in 16 bit words handled by a circular 
buffer that c ir cumvent s the 64 kbyte DMA restriction imposed 
by the PC. This buffer passes 32 kbyte s to disc at a time 
while accepting the next 32 kbyte section. The max i mum size 
of a data file is 32 Mby tes ; this is imposed by DOS (Dataq 
I nstruments, Inc., 1989 ) . 
On-board ADC and DAC 
The on-boa r d ADC is a self calibrating successive-
approximation dev ice with conver sion time of 20 microseconds 
inc l uding acquisit i on time. The ADC input range is+/- 2.5 v . 
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The on-board DAC has 12 bits of resolution capabil ity 
with a settling time of 10 microseconds to 0.01 % of full 
scale transition. The output range is +/- 5.0 V ( Dataq 
Instruments, Inc., 1989 ) . 
Persona l computer 
A Zenith Z-248-12 computer was selected as the host 
computer for AT-Codas. Equipped with an 80286 16 bit 
processor and a 80287 math copr ocessor , this AT a rchi tec tur e 
machine ru ns at a clock r ate o f 12 Mhz with zer o wait states . 
One Mby te of RAM, one 40 Mb yte hard disk, dual flopp y disks of 
1. 2 Mbyte (5.25") and 1.44 Mb yte (3 .5" ) c apacity handle 
memory , storage, and backup capabilities. The hard disk is 
partitioned into 3 separate areas, designated drives C, D, and 
E. The Codas software, including Advanced Codas , resides on 
drive D and data are written to drive E before being 
transfer r ed to flopp y d isk . This was designed as a safety 
precaution to minimi ze the c hance of inadvertentl y deleting or 
damaging AT-Codas files during a c quisition. An analog flat 
screen co lor monitor, offering 640 dots X 480 lines of 
resolution is driven b y a Zenith v ideo graphics array (VGA) 
card. A parallel output port interfaced to a Panasoni c KX-
P1092i 9 pin printer is available for data reproduction. A 
hospita l grade isolation t r ansfor mer r ated at 4.35 A and 500 
VA separates the DAS from room power to eliminate computer 
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generated voltages/currents from creating a ground potential 
that could endanger the subject during surgery. Also, the 
transformer offers some protection to the computer against 
transient voltage potentials. 
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ANALOG S IGNAL CONDI TION ING 
Although Advanced Codas can calculate dp /dt and mean 
pressure, it cannot do so is real time . To di splay dp / dt and 
me an pressure in real time requires analog s igna l 
conditioning. Also, the pressure signals and possibly the 
sonomicrometer signal would nee d t o be bandlimited to limit 
noise and minimize aliasing errors. As the high per formance 
I/O module supplies gain in steps, pressure si g na ls need 
prescaling to best use the channe l input range. A calibrated 
precision voltage reference was requ i red to accura t ely scale 
h igh-pressure signals . 
these requ irements . 
Circuits were constructe d to f ulfill 
Circuit Fabrica tion a nd Testing 
Initial construction by breadboard techniques was used . 
Circuits for analog signal conditioning were left in the 
breadboard stage after initial frequency generator and 
oscilloscope tests were completed . Several experiments wer e 
then conducted using the circuits at the front end of the DAS . 
This allowed for modifications before final construction . 
It was decided that a modular approach to construction 
would allow more flexibility for fut ure studies . One box 
would conta in low-pressure circuitry. One Millar pressure 
transducer could be input to this box with the resultant 
outputs of mean and pulsatile pressure signals ava ilable. A 
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second box would house the high-pressure circuitry. The 
signal from a Millar transducer could be input to this box 
with outputs of two pulsatile pressure signals and dp/dt 
available . Any of the outputs could be used and further 
conditioned by either the AT-Codas high performance I/O module 
or by cascading additional filters. A third box was planned 
but deemed unnecessary after breadboard testing. This unit 
was initially designed to be a two-pole low-pass filter to 
suppress induced noise at the output of the sonomicrometer . 
Both circuits were fabricated on Radio Shack unive rsal 
printed circuit boards . All ground connecti ons were made 
using 22 gauge insulated wire soldered to a central grounding 
strip on the board . All jumpers and power connections were 
made using 24 gauge insulated wire . Dip sockets were soldered 
to the boards to a llow amplifiers to be easil y changed. All 
other components were soldered directly to the board using 
predrilled perforations . 
One percent resistors with 100 ppm/° C temperature 
coefficients were used when possible to achieve the best 
results from the amplifiers and the best match of resistive 
c omponents in filters. Panasonic P series two percent 
polypropylene capacitors and ten percent M series polyester 
and foil noninduct i ve capacitors were used when possible in an 
attempt to meet design parameters and avoid drift of the time 
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constant . For larger capacitive values, Panasonic twe nty 
percent tantalum capacitors were used when possible . 
Board power buses and the ground strip were connected by 
wire solde red to female banana binding posts to allow for easy 
attachment to a separate external regulated +/- 15 VDC power 
supply . Decoupling capacitors (0.1 uF) were soldered between 
each bus and the ground strip to eliminate possible power 
supply noise. Input and output signal connections are made by 
1/4 inch phono plugs attached to the side wall of each box. 
All signal cables were fabricated using double shielded 4 
conductor 22 gauge cable with a stereo-phono plug soldered to 
one end and s o lderless banana plugs used at the other end. 
After final construction each filter was again tested 
using a frequency generator and 50 MHz osc ill oscope . 
Low-Pressure Circuitry 
Initial SilliJ]. 
In the first stage an Analog Devices AD524CD precision 
instrumentation amp lifier supplies gain to the differential 
signal from the Millar transducer system. With the Millar 
t r ansducer system output of 0 . 04V/20 mmHg, gain is necessary 
to split and channel the signal to simultaneously view mean 
and pulsatile signals. Also, signal gai n is necessary to 
u t ilize the c omplete input range of the AT-Codas c hanne l . 
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Initial DAC low-pressure calibrations utilized the 20 mmHg 
electron i c outpu t from the Millar control unit. However, 
later uses might req uir e a larger range of measurement and 
thus a larger input calibration signal to maintain accuracy . 
The calibration signal should use a s much of the channel input 
r ange as possible to minimize ADC e rr or. A 15 turn cermet 
potentiometer was placed in the AD524CD gain loop to allow 
flexibility of input range and scaling with r espect t o Codas 
channel input range . Gain characteristics were tested using a 
0 . 04 V signal from DC to 100 Hz. Gain c haracteristics 
remained flat throughout bandwidth tested. Nominal values were 
as follows : 
Min 
Max 
Calculate d Gain 





Actual gain would allow a prescaled 20 mmHg equi valent 
calibration output of 230 X 0 . 04 V, or 9.2 V, to pass to the 
mean p ressure filter and pulsatile output . However, the gain 
of mean pressure filter would cause saturation if this gain 
level was used. Using a 20 mmHg equiva lent calibration signal 
at a gain setting of 225X would supply an output of 9 V and 
would not saturate the low-pass filter . This would be 90% of 
full scale channel input whi ch would be adequate for 
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calibration. At a low gain setting, a 78 mmHg electronic 
equivalent o f 0.16 V could be input and utilize 92% of the 
Codas 10 V input range 
The AD524CD was selected f or its high accuracy/linearity 
and low drift, offset, and noise characteristics. See 
figure 1. 
~ pressure filter 
Mean low-pressure valu e s are obtained by passi ng the 
signal output from the AD524CD through an extremely 
bandlimited 2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter . A time 
constant of 2.3 seconds, which corresponds to a corner 
frequency of 0.07 Hz, was selected to supply a smooth, slowly 
changing output for real time determinations. The second 
order Butterworth transfer function used is as follows. 
In complex var iable s: 
Where WO = 3 dB point (corner frequency ) 
k = damping constant 
Av0 = stable midband gain 
Avs = input signal 
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Practical rea lization of the above transfer function takes the 
form of the following. 
w0 = l/RC 
Av = 3-2k 0 
For a second order system k = 0.707 (Millman and Halkias, 
1972) . Initial testing of f requency amplitude response 
provided the following results. 
Calculated Value Measured Value 
3 dB point 0 . 07 Hz 0 .07 Hz 
l.59X 1.58X 
The filter was found to saturate at +14 .6 V which limits the 
input to less than 9.2 V. 
The output of the Butterworth filter passes through a 
follower with adjustable gain . This last stage allows mean 
low-pressure gain to be set to lX in the passband and thus 
scaled during ca libration to the pulsatile low-pressure 
output. Analog devices AD548JN and AD711JN bifet operational 
amplifiers were selected for use in the mean pressure 
circuitry because they exhibit excellent low drift/offset 
c haracteristics, overall precision, and DC accuracy . 
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Pulsatile signal cond itioning 
The second output f rom the AD524CD i s passed thr ough a 
seco nd or der Butter worth l ow-pass filter to attenuate 
unnecessary high-frequency components t o r educe noise and 
a li asing effects. An Ana log Devi ces AD544LH bifet amplifi e r 
was used because o f its excellent low i np u t offset, low dri f t, 
low noise and hi g h slew rate characterist ics . The filter was 
designed to have a cor ner frequency o f 75 Hz whi c h corresponds 
to a time constant of 2 milliseconds. This value was selected 
as predicted values indicated a flat amplitude t o frequency 
response from DC to within three percent of 37.5 Hz (Coughlin 
and Driscoll , 1987). Th is would allow passage of the te nth 
harmonic of a blood pressure signa l at a heart rate of 225 
BPM. Midband gain was designed t o be l X. Predicted 
attenuation of frequencies higher than 75 Hz wo uld occur at 
- 40d8/decade. Initial f requency/ampl itude tests were 
conduc ted with the input voltage set at 6.6 V to replicate 
expected values to be input to the filter when measuring 
pressures in the 0 to 20 mmHg range. In reality, the corner 
frequency was found between 70 and 71 Hz with a flat amplitude 
to fre q uency response from DC to within five percent o f 40 Hz . 
The phase angle was between -100 .8° and -102.2 ° at the corner 
frequenc y . The output of frequency components from DC to 100 
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Figure 1. Circuit developed to supply gain, condition 
pulsatile low-pressure, and determine mean low 
- pressure 
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High-Pressure Circui try 
Initial iliU.n 
I niti al gain is supplied by a differential amplifier 
built around an Analog Devices AD548JN p rec ision bifet 
amplifier. Gain level was designed to be 18X to allow for the 
higher than normal left ventricular pressures anticipated from 
dogs with experimentally induced cardiac hypertrophy. With 
the Millar transducer system output at 0.2 V/100 mmHg, a full 
channel range of 277 . 8 mmHg could be displayed at this gai n 
setting. This gain would also allow for the signal output to 
be split and channeled to simultaneously view dp/dt, 
ventricular pulsatile waveform with a gain of l X, and the 
pulsatile pressure waveform wit h gain of 5X. This gives a 
better display of the end-diastolic pressur e point in real 
time . See figure 2 . 
Gain characteristics were tested using an anticipated 
midrange equivalent value of 0.2 V over a bandrange of DC to 
100 Hz . Gain characteristics remained flat throughout 
producing a gain of 18X. 
The AD548JN was selected for its low input offset 
voltage, low drift, high common mode rejection ratio ( CMRR), 
and excellent DC and AC performance. 
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d p /dt circuitry 
The pressure output from the initial gain stage passes 
through three additional stages to derive the real time 
display of dp/dt . The second stage is a second order 
Butterworth low-pass filter. The third stage is a 
differentiator developed by t r ial using Analog Devices 
application sheets. The fourth stage is an inverting 
ampli fier with adjustable gain . This stage corrects the 
polarity of output from the differentiator and supplies 
ampl itude adjustment. 
The initial differentiator circuit was unstable and did 
not perform well when breadboarded following the applications 
specifications. The circuit was sensitive to noi se and 
produced an unstable output with a low signal to noise r atio. 
This problem was resolved in part by bandlimiting the input 
signal. In addition, the differentiator resistive and 
capacitive (RC) values were incr eased to impr ove stability . 
Capacitance was increased by a factor of lOX. Resistor values 
were then increased above design spec ifications until outpu t 
became stable when a 3 . 6 V peak to peak sine wave was input. 
Further adjustments of RC va lues were made to set the timing 
of the output signal with respect to the input signal . This 
was done by comparing the output with an input tri angul a r wave 
signal of known slope. Two switching diodes, biased opposite 
to one another, were placed in the output loop of the 
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differentiator amplifier to elimi na t e noise that partially 
obscured the s ignal output baseline. As this device allowed 
for real time impressions, determination o f end-systol ic and 
end-diastoli c points a nd not of absolute signal amplitude , it 
was deemed unnecessary to build a cal ibrat io n c ircuit fo r DAS 
scaling . 
Low- pass filter A s econd order Butterworth low-pass 
filter was constructed to bandlimit the input signa l . The 
corner frequency was set by trial to produce a dp/dt signal 
output that would be usable in real time. Tests showed the 
corner fre q uency to be 33 . 5 Hz with a stable midband gain of 
lX . An Analog Devices AD707JN was selected f or use in th i s 
stage because of its excellent l ow no ise, low voltage 
offset/drift, a nd slew rate characteristics. 
Differentia t or Tes ts were co nduc ted on the final 
design to check timi ng and amplitude of signal output with 
respect ~o input signal. Initial amplitude tests were 
conducted using an electronic signal generator . Using a 
t r iangular wave input to the initial gain amplifier and 
measuring the o utput of the differentiator before the 
inverting a mplifier with gain produced the following results. 
Input Si g nal 









0 . 8 Vpp 
1.6 Vpp 
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0.6 Vpp 300 mm Hg 1 Hz 2.4 Vpp 
0.2 Vp p 100 mmHg 2 Hz 1 .6 Vpp 
0 . 4 Vpp 200 mmHg 2 Hz 3 . 2 Vpp 
0 . 6 Vpp 300 mmHg 2 Hz 4.8 Vpp 
0 . 2 Vpp 100 mmHg 3 Hz 2. 4 Vp p 
0.4 Vpp 200 mmHg 3 Hz 4 .8 Vpp 
0.6 Vpp 300 mmHg 3 Hz 7.2 Vpp 
0 .2 Vpp 100 mmHg 4 Hz 3 . 6 Vpp 
0 . 4 Vpp 200 mmHg 4 Hz 6.2 Vpp 
0 . 6 Vpp 300 mmHg 4 Hz 9 . 5 Vpp 
Linearity with scaling of the output, through 3 Hz, would 
allow for derivative determinations through 160 BPM . By 
simple division it can be seen that the output does replicate 
the derivative process . For example at 1 Hz an input of 0.2 
Vpp would rise from 0 to the positive peak in 0.25 seconds . 
This would be a pos iti v e change from 0 of 0.1 V in 0.25 sec or 
0 . 4 V/sec . Using Millar system specifications, the pressure 
equivalent is 200 mmHg/sec. 
Additional tests were conducted with a Mi ll ar 
multifunction pressure generator coupled to a Millar 
t r ansducer system input to the initial gain a mplifier. Output 
from the inverting amplifier with gain was compa red to the 
input signal on a storage osc illoscope. Values were t ested 
f rom 1 to 5 Hz replicating 60 to 300 BPM . The Sampling rate 
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was set at 1000 Hz / channel on the oscilloscope. At this 
sampling rate it was found that ther e is no delay i n the start 
o f the r ise of the de r ivative signa l compared t o the start of 
r ise of the input squar e wave. There was no delay in the 
star t o f d rop of the deri vati v e signal compared to the start 
o f drop of the input s q uare wave. This makes this signal v e ry 
usable fo r deter mination o f end-systolic and end-diastolic 
points in rea l time. There was a delay of 20 milliseconds 
between reach ing the peak derivative and reaching the pea k 
level o f input signal . Th is is inconseq uent ial in the GIK 
study. 
I nvert i ng amp l ifie r with gain Output fr om the 
differentiator is inverted with respect to the input . This 
stage corrects polarity of output so that a positive rise in 
the pressu r e signal will p roduce a positive spike at the dp / dt 
output . A 10 ko hm potentiometer at the input o f the i nverting 
c i rcuit , built around an Analog Devices AD70 7 CH , suppl ies 
adjustable gain to the output. Gain c an be set to best 
optimize display of dp / dt . 
Pu lsatile si g na l conditioning 
The seco nd output from the AD548JN is passed through a 
second orde r Butterworth low-pass f ilter to attenuate high-
frequency compo nen ts in order to reduce noise and aliasing 
effects. Output f rom this filter is split with one signal 
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used to display pulsatile left ventricular pressure and the 
second output going to the AT-Codas high performance I/O 
module where it received a gain of 5X for the real time 
display of the EDP point. The filte r was designed to have a 
corner frequency of 75 Hz with a stable midband gain of lX . 
Initial tests showed the corner f r equency to be 77 Hz and 
stable midband gain to be lX . Amplitude to frequency response 
r emained flat from DC to 35 Hz and flat to within 5% at 45 Hz. 
This allows adequate passage of the 10th harmonic of a 
pressure waveform at a heart rate under 270 BPM or of the 20th 
harmonic at a heart rate under 135 BPM. Rolloff rate was 
found to be close to the design specification of 40 dB/decade. 
Phase angle was approximately 110° at the corner frequency. 
Output of frequency components from DC to 95 Hz followed the 
input signal by 4 milliseconds. An Analog Devices OP27GH was 
selected for use in this circuit because of its low offset 
voltage stability , h igh stability over time, and high slew 
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Figure 2. Circuit developed to supply gain, condition two 
pulsatile high- pressures , a nd determine dp / dt 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN THE GIK STUDY 
Overview 
The GIK study was comparitive in nature . A thoracotomy 
was used to expose the heart in anesthetized dogs. The Millar 
transducers were placed by stab wounds. The high- pressure 
Millar #1 was placed in the left ventricle a nd the low-
pressure Millar #2 was placed in the left atrium; both were 
sutured into place. The sonomicrometer crystals were placed 
in the free wall of the left ventricle proximal to the apex. 
The crystals were positioned facing one another approximately 
10 millimeters apart. Subcutaneous EKG electrodes were 
attached to the dog's limbs and connected to the Datascope 861 
monitor and linked to the DAS by patch leads. Hemodynamic and 
myocardial mechanical data were recorded after the heart and 
transducers had been allowed to stabilize. Cooling and heart-
lung bypass would then ensue fo r one hour. After cessation of 
bypass and beginning of normal heart activity, data were again 
recorded. Data were sequentially recorded at 15, 30, 45, 60, 
and 90 minutes from the time of weaning from the heart-lung 
bypass pump . Data were displayed throughout periods before 
and after bypass to assess heart performance and to attempt to 
control preload by infusion or removal of blood volume . After 
the last recording was made, required digital signal 
processing was completed using the Advanced Codas software and 
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the data were r e v iewed. Percent recovery was then calculated 
by using the dog 's pre-bypass c a rdiac data as the control 
values for comparison to post - bypass data. 
Calibration p reparation 
Equipment was unplugged from room power until a majority 
of the electrosurgery used for the thoracotomy was completed. 
This precaution was taken to avoid possible transient damage 
to the DAS equipment . The computer, sensor devi ces , and 
analog signal conditioning circuits were then powered up fo r 
approximately thirty minutes prior to calibration to allow for 
temperature stabiliz ation of all electronic components . The 
Milla r transducers were protected from light and allowed to 
soak in steri l e dei oni z ed water for one half hour for 
stabilization before calibration. A room t e mperature limit of 
75° F was set to avoid heating problems with the DAS 
equipment. If, at any time defibrillation was requ ired, DAS 
equipment was turned off or to standby, unplugged from room 
power, and if possible disconnected f rom the animal to avoid 
possible equipment damage from the large DC pulse . 
Q.Q.U file 
Prior to calibration a control data file was created on 
hard disk drive E . File size for the GIK study was normally 
specified to be 720 kbytes for reasons explained below . 
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Usually 3 floppy-d i sk backup copies of each file were created. 
For convenience of review, each dog's data files were left on 
drive E for two days after recording. Files would then be 
del eted f rom the hard disk to make room for new files . 
Channel confi g ur ation 
Creating a data file simultaneously opens AT-Codas to the 
setup operating mode. As one of four operating modes, setup 
is used to configure data acquisiti on parameters such as 
channel configuration, throughput rate , and I/O amplifier 
gain/offset. Other modes of operation are standby, record and 
post acquisition . Once the record mode has been initiated fo r 
a file, the setup mode cannot be re-entered and data 
acquisition parameters are fixed until the file is c losed. 
Once configured data acquisition parameters ha v e been 
established, they may be set to the default condition fo r 
future use . This is done by the AT-Codas enable default 
condition command . 
For the GIK study, eight Codas channels were activated 
and configured for operat i on using the AT-Codas configure 
channels command . With signal conditioning, it was possible 
to set a ll channels for single ended operation . The AT-Codas 
screen annotation function was used to specify channels for 
ease of identification during the real time display. The 
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following configura t ion was used for displ a y a nd recording of 
parameters on t h e DAS . See figure 3. 
Channe l Paramete r Dev i c e 
1 Pulsati l e LVP Mil l a r s ys tem # 1 
2 Pulsatile LAP Mill a r system # 2 
3 LVEDP Mill a r s ystem # 1 
4 Analog dp / dt Millar system #1 
5 SS Sonomicrometer 
6 Subcutaneous EKG Datascop e 861 
7 Analog MLAP Millar s ystem #2 
8 Endoca rdia l EKG Sonomicrometer 
The AT-Codas d i splay formats allow for c ha n nels to be 
vi ewed in a vari e ty of ways. Display format #7 allows all 
eight channels to be displayed at once with no over lap . For a 
better reso l ut ion of the display, format #1 allows f or any one 
channel to be displayed . This was useful in real time displa y 
when precise pr essure determinations were r equ i r e d . 
Throug hput selection 
Initial throug hput req uirement estimates we re based on 
the EKG. However, a change in protocol made faithful 
rep roduction o7 t he EKG unne c essar y . Both EKG signal s wer e 
used for display and general assessment of cardiac electrical 
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CHl 
High Pressure CH3 Millar #1 Ci rcuitry 
CH4 






Datascope 861 CH6 
AT-CODAS 
1/0 MODULE 
Figure 3. Block diagram of the DAS as it was configured for 
the GIK study 
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activity in a clinical fashion. Left ventricular pressure for 
determination o f dp / dt thus became the most demandi ng s i gnal 
with respect t o the throughput rate. Est i mating the bandwidth 
requ i r ements o f the s ignal to be between 30 and 50 Hz would 
set the minimum throughput at 100 Hz / channe l . Higher rate s 
would be desirable to increase r esol u tion and a voi d aliasing 
effects. A compr o mise of throughput speed, stor age s pace , and 
operational f uncti o n had to be made. Trials were conducted to 
determine the best combination . 
Rate limits were imposed by file si ze. To insure that 
data were not lost, it was decided that floppy disk backup 
files would be made by using the DOS copy command i mmedia t ely 
after recording each data set . I t was determined t hat the DOS 
backup comma nd would eliminate a large time interval of real 
time displa y and wou ld be undesirable for use. Thus each fi le 
would need t o fit on a single 1.2 Mbyte floppy disk. The best 
combination tried set throughput to 2000 Hz and the data f ile 
size to 720 kbytes . This allowed f or over three minutes of 
data collection with each individual chan nel having a 
t hr oughput of 250 Hz. At this rate all data co llec ted plus 
all required calculated data c hannels could be s tored on a 
single 1.2 Mbyte floppy disk. For cases that required more 
data collection a file of 1170 kbytes could be created at the 
same throughput and stored by the DOS copy command on a single 
1 .2 Mbyte floppy di s k. This would allow for approximately 5 
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minutes of data collection; however, it would leave no s pac e 
on the floppy dis k for c alculated data c hannels . Hard disk 
space was required to c al culate and display additional 
channels. The AT-Codas waveform compression func tion was used 
to slow down the real time display while not affec ting storage 
of data to disk. 
When des i g nati ng data file size, it shou ld be noted that 
AT-Codas requires 2 bytes of storage space for each samp le 
collected . Eleven hundred and fifty-six bytes of each data 
file is always used to write a file header whi ch contai ns 29 
elements of r e c ording constants. In addition, AT-Codas 
reserves two separate 6 4 kbyte fi eld locati o ns for event 
markers and event comments. One marker wi tho ut comment is 
automaticall y written ever y time data storage to disk is 
started. Additional ma rkers may be written with or without 
comment . Markers without comments requi re 4 bytes of space, 
markers with comments r equire 8 bytes of space plus 1 byte f or 
each chara cter used to wri te the comment, and eve nt markers 
wi t h comme nt and date and time stamping use 16 bytes of space 
plus one byte o f space f or each c harac te r used while writing 
the comment. It is possible that extens i ve use of event 
markers and/or comments could increase file siz e beyond floppy 
disk storage capability . 
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Calibration 
While still o perating in the setup mode , AT-Coda s display 
format one was used to visually set the el e ctronic ze ro of 
both Millar press ure tr a nsducers. Transduce r z e ro wa s 
adjusted by t he potentiome ter on t he Milla r TCB- 500 control 
box. Channel bas eline offsets were adjuste d to desired levels 
by the amplifier o f fset fu nction a nd the gai n o f the EDP 
channel was set to SX by the ampl i fier gain control function . 
Gain at the last stage of the low-pressure mea n average filte r 
was checked and adjusted, if necessary , i n order to match the 
output of the low-pressure pulsatile signal . Sonomicrometer 
off s et and gain levels we re checked and adjusted. 
AT-Codas a c quire to d i sk mode was then s e l e cte d a nd the 
precision voltage ref e rence electronic calibr a tion standards 
were entered as effi c iently as possible to avoid wasting data 
file spac e. EKG signals and analog dp/dt signals were left 
uncalibrated . The e v e nt was marked with comment for later 
ide ntificati on and t h e standby mode o f operation was then 
selected. 
The shell to post command function was activat ed to 
temporarily enter the post acquisition mode and e nter 
engineering units . The cursor or ie nted ca libration function 
a llowed user s e l ecte d engineering units to b e affixed to both 
high and low c alibrati on standards o f all selected channels by 
simple keyboard commands . Displayed maximum, mid , and mi nimum 
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values were then recorded on paper to compare with previous 
and f uture values to check for possible error and 
repeatabillty . 
Recording pre-bypass data 
After calibration, shell back to real time Codas would 
bring the system to the standby mode of operation with real 
time display scaled to the calibration units selected. 
Maximum, mid, and minimum channel va lues were still available 
for display in real time if so desired. The system was left 
in the standby mode for display until it was time to record 
control parameters. Once the control data was recorded , with 
event marker and comment, shell to post would be invoked to 
quickly check the quality of the data. Shell to DOS would 
then be invoked to make two floppy disk backup copies of the 
recorded data. 
Digital conditioning 
All Advanced Codas conditioning calcu latio ns have to be 
accomplished after closing the data file. Attempts to 
calculate values before doing so resulted in errors that 
completely destroyed the data collected. The exit Codas 
command will return the user to DOS, close the data file, and 
allow for safe use of the Advanced Codas featu r es. For the 
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GIK study, 3 channels of data were digitally conditioned by 
the Advanced Codas techniques. 
~ condition ing 
The EKG display from the Datascope 861 leads was smoothed 
by using the Advanced Codas waveform moving average feature. 
The minimum smoothing factor of three was usuall y sufficient 
to eliminate induced noise and produce a smooth waveform . The 
smoothed EKG signal was then displayed on channel 11. Highe r 
smoothing factors were used to remove noise if necessary ; 
however, too much smoothing resulted in waveform distortion. 
Di g ital MLAP 
By selecting a higher smoothing factor , the waveform 
moving average feature was used to produce a good f i rst orde r 
approximation of mean left atr ial pressure. The Advanced 
Codas formula used to calculate the mea n average is shown 
below . 
Fm= (1.6 X CSN)/N 
Where CSN = channel sample rate 
N = number of smoothing factor 
Fm = bandwidth of mean signal in Hz 
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For a sampling rate of 250 Hz , a smoothing factor of 400 
produced a good mean signal . By always using the same 
smoothing factor , the digital mea n was initially considered 
more repeatable than its analog counterpart. It was thus used 
to make any MLAP signal amplitude determinations during the 
GIK study. In reality, the MLAP produced by the analog and 
digitial conditioning usually varied less than + / - 0 . 4 mmHg 
from one another . The digital technique did show an advantage 
over its analog counterpart in times of rapid change , when the 
long time constant of the analog mean-average filter would 
produce a slight time delay. Advanced Codas would 
automatically scale this signal to the channel from which it 
was calculated and then display the MLAP with the appropriate 
units on channel 10. 
Di g ital d p / dt 
dp/dt was calculated for amplitude and timing 
determinations by use of the derivative feature. This fea tur e 
has a built in smoothing factor that may be selected to 
at tenuate noise present on the signal to be calculated. The 
smoothing factor selected will determine the number of poi nts 
evaluated for the derivative slope. A smoothing factor of six 
produced a very usable derivative output. Digital dp/dt was 
scaled to the channel from which it was calcu lated and it was 
displayed on channel 9. 
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Bypass displ a y 
A f i le was created and AT-Codas activated f or display 
while the dog wa s on heart- lung bypass. Channels were not 
calibrated . The AT-Codas display was used to de t e rm ine if the 
heart attempte d to resume activity before cessation o f bypass. 
Recording post-bypass data 
DAS components were powered up and all sensors connected 
to the animal after routine post-bypass defibrillation . 
Channel configuration and calibrations were completed as 
before bypa ss . Display maximum, mid, and minimum channel unit 
values were recorded on paper and compared to pre-bypass 
values as a check for error and repeatability . Data were then 
sequentially recorded for a maximum of 90 minutes from time of 
weaning from the bypass pump. Two floppy disk backup cop i es 
were made and updated after each event. After clos i ng the 
data file, Advanced Codas routines were used to condition the 
data a s b efore . After d igital conditioning, a t hi r d floppy 
d i sk backup copy of each fi l e inc l udi ng calculated data was 
made . 
Calibration check 
The Millar pressure transducers were cleaned, covered 
from light, a nd soaked in ster ile distilled water for one half 
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hour after surgery. The drift from zero of each transducer 
was checked and recorded . Over the interva l checked, overall 
maximum d ri ft of the low-pressure Millar #2 wit h amplifi c ation 
was found to be less than +/- 0 . 5 mmHg. Overall drift of 
high-pressur e the Millar tt l wit h amplification was found to be 
less than+/- 1 mmHg. Voltage re f er ences used as p r essur e 
equivale nts fo r standards were periodically checked and 
c alibrated against Millar units coupled to a water column with 
a maximum of 170 mmHg. 
Data revi ew 
Data were reviewed on the same day as the experiment fo r 
evaluation . Values of interest were recorded on paper and 
data examples printed using the Codas hardcopy utility. 
Results 
The following is a set of da t a examples produced by the 
AT -Codas hardcopy util i ty . Figure 4 shows 7 channels of data 
t aken from a dog p r ior to heart-lung bypass . Throughput r ate 
i s 250 Hz /channel limiting the time divisions to 4 
millisec onds. This supplied the needed resoluti on to 
discriminate between data points of interest i n this study. 
Compression factor o f 2X was used to p roduce the hardcopy, 
limiting the time divisions to 8 milliseconds. The heart rate 
at the time of the recording was 98 BPM which is much less 
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than the study average maximum of 125 BPM . Channels di s p laye d 
ar e as foll ows from top to b o ttom . All parameters highlighted 
with an asterisk were calcu lated data cha nnels. 
Channel Pa rame t er Device +/- Full scale Mid scale 
# 1 LVP Millar #1 + / - 69 . 2 mmHg 48.1 mmHg 
#2 LAP Millar #2 + /- 7.54 mm Hg 8 . 26 mmHg 
# 3 LVEDP Millar #1 + /- 27. 6 mmHg 16.6 mmHg 
# 9 dp/dt* Millar #1 + / - 2 160 mmHg/s 324 mmHg/s 
# 5 SS Sonomicrometer + /- 2 .13 mm 7.02 mm 
#8 EKG Sonomicrometer + / - 1. 25 v 0 . 375 v 
#10 MLAP* Millar #2 + / - 15 . 1 mmHg 10.5 mmHg 
Figure 5 shows two channels of the same pre-bypass data 
displayed in figure 4. I n this example s onomicrometer and 
calculated dp/dt data were printed alone by AT-Codas to suppl y 
better resolution. Scaling and configuration f o r this e xample 
are a s f ollows . 
Channel Parameter Device + / - Full scale Mid scale 
Millar #1 +1~ 2160 mmHg/s 324 mmHg/s #9 
#5 
dp / dt* 
SS Sonomicrometer + / - 2 . 13 mm 7. 02 mm 
Figure 6 shows calcu lated dp / dt and sonom i crometer data 
from the same dog at 45 minutes after wea ning from bypass 
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pump . Recording rate and channel compression display are the 
same as in figure 4. Heart rate was 112 BPM at the time of 
recording. Per pendicular lines indicate end- diasolic (A) and 
end-systolic (B) points, as determined by dp/dt, to determine 
percent SS of the free wall of the ventricle . Scaling and 
configuration for this ex a mple are as follo ws . 





Millar # 1 +/- 2160 mmH g/s 0 mmHg/s 
Sonomicrometer + /- 2.13 mm 702 mm 
Values collected from these two events produced the 
following information. 
Parameter Pre-bypass Post-bypass 45 
EDP 10 . 7 mmHg 9.1 mmHg 
LAP 6.8 mm Hg 6.9 mm Hg 
EDL 8.7 mm 7 . 3 mm 
ESL 5 . 4 mm 4.8 mm 
SS 38 % 34 % 
dp/dt(positive max ) 2268 mmHg/s 1779 mmHg/s 
LVP ( peak value) 100 mm Hg 84 mmHg 
min 
In this example percent recovery was based in part on a 
comparison of before and after bypass values of SS and dp / dt. 
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In this example the SS percent recovery was 90% while the raw 
dp/dt recovery was 52%. The usefulness of the GIK solution in 
improving myocardial preservation during hear t-lung bypass has 
not yet been determined. 
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heart-lung b ypass 
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Figure 5 . Two c ha nnels of the same data displayed in figure 
4: c alculated dp / dt a nd sonomicrometer 
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: A · B 
Figure 6. Calculated dp / dt and sonomicrometer data taken from 
the same dog at 45 minutes after weani ng from 
b y pas s pump 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
In light o f my experiences with AT-Codas and the Iowa 
Methodist Health Foundation studies, I would do the following 
to improve the quality o f data acquisition for futu r e work of 
the same nature. 
I would p rov ide a new s ig nal conditioning unit fo r each 
input channel of AT-Codas I /O module . I would have the device 
adjustable in order to easily vary passband on a channel basis 
without phase shift between c hannels. I would mount the 
d e vice as c l ose as possible to the AT-Codas I /O module to 
insure induced noise would b e kept to a minimum. I wou l d 
supply a ro lloff rate of at least 80 dB/decade to further 
decrease the effects of al ias ing. 
I would install signal anal ys i s software suc h as Dadisp 
to the same har d drive that holds the AT-Codas software . I 
would remove sof tware other than utilities that would be used 
for data acquisition/conditioning, data analysis, 
report/figure generation, and communication from the hard 
disk . This woul d open more space for acquiring and 
manipulating data and decrease chances o f software conflicts 
a nd errors. I would have commu nications connect ion available 
in the vicinity of the data acquisition to al l ow for possible 
shari ng/sh ipping of data and communication with libraries and 
others conducting similar research . 
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I would co nduct signal frequency analysis before the 
start of a study to confirm bandwidth requirements and to spot 
and eliminate possible noise sources. 
I would provide an adjustable precision voltage reference 
that could supply and display output to all AT-Codas channels 
simultaneously to speed up calibration and avoid storage 
waste. Also, I would provide a portable 250 mmHg mercury 
column for confirmation of voltage equivalents. 
Finally, I would explore the capabilities and use of 
compatib le analysis and report generating software s uch as 
Asystant , Asyst, Dadisp, and Lotus to enhance the capabilities 
of the AT-Codas DAS. 
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